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Abstract 
A consistent subsequence of a positive set P and a negative set N of strings is a string that is 
a subsequence of every string in P but of no string in N. A consistent supersequence is defined 
similarly. This paper addresses, from the complexity point of view, existence and optimisation 
problems concerning consistent subsequences and supersequences. 
Some consistent sequence optimisation problems are generalisations of previously studied 
sequence inclusion and sequence noninclusion optimisation problems and thus inherit. NP- 
hardness. Jiang and Li [Theoret. Comput. Sci. 119 (1992) 363-3711 showed that: (i) finding 
a consistent supersequence is NP-complete when IPI > 2 is bounded and N is unbounded, and 
(ii) finding a consistent supersequence is solvable in polynomial time when (PI is unbounded 
and INI = 1. 
All existing results relating to consistent sequence problems are summarised in this paper. 
Further, the following are shown to be NP-complete: (i) finding a consistent subsequence when 
IPI > 2 is bounded and N is unbounded, (ii) finding a consistent subsequence when (PI is 
unbounded and INI = 1, and (iii) finding a consistent supersequence when IPI is unbounded 
and IN I > 2 is bounded. Polynomial time algorithms are given to find, when (PI and 1 N I 
are bounded: (i) a shortest/longest consistent subsequence, and (ii) a shortest consistent 
supersequence. 
1. Introduction 
An alphabet Z is a finite set of symbols. A string is a finite sequence of symbols from 
C. For a symbol a E C, ax = aax- ’ (1 6 x < CO) and a0 represents the empty string. 
Similarly, for a string CI, CC = IYZC? ’ (1 ,< x < co) and ~1’ represents the empty string. 
Given a string 01, a subsequence of tl is any string that can be obtained by removing 
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zero or more symbols from anywhere in CI. A supersequence of c( is any string that can 
be obtained by inserting zero or more symbols anywhere in a. A nonsubsequence 
(nonsupersequence) of c( is any string that is not a subsequence (supersequence) of ~1. 
A subsequence y of a string tl is maximal if no proper supersequence of y is 
a subsequence of c(. A supersequence y of ~1 is minimal if no proper subsequence of y is 
a supersequence of CI. 
Given a set P of strings, a common subsequence (common supersequence) is a string 
that is a subsequence (supersequence) of all the strings in P. The Longest Common 
Subsequence (LCS) problem [4] and the Shortest Common Supersequence (SCS) 
problem [4,7] require finding a common subsequence/supersequence of optimal 
length. Given a set N of strings, a common nonsequence (common nonsupersequence) is 
a string that is a nonsubsequence (nonsupersequence) of all the strings in N. Given 
two sets, P (Positive) and N (Negative), of strings, a consistent subsequence (supersequ- 
ence) of P and N is a string that is a common subsequence (supersequence) of P and 
a common nonsubsequence (nonsupersequence) of N. In this paper, we study consis- 
tent sequence problems from a complexity point of view. 
There are two categories of problems, existence problems and optimisation prob- 
lems. Given two sets, P and N, of strings, does there exist a consistent subsequence 
(supersequence)? If a consistent subsequence (supersequence) does exist, what is the 
length of the shortest/longest? There are therefore two existence problems and four 
optimisation problems. It is clear that an NP-completeness result for an existence 
problems implies NP-hardness for the two corresponding optimisation problems. 
Similarly, the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm for an optimisation problem 
implies the corresponding existence problem is also in P. For the NP-complete 
problems, the following question arise: do they become solvable in polynomial time if 
we bound (PI, or bound 1 N 1, or bound both 1 PI and 1 N 1 (if the answer to the first two 
questions is no)? In this paper, when a problem is characterised as being in P, the most 
efficient solution is not sought, the aim is merely to show that it is solvable in 
polynomial time. 
It is clear that a number of the consistent optimisation problems are general- 
isations of previously studied sequence inclusion and sequence noninclusion optimisa- 
tion problems and thus some of the problems inhert NP-hardness. When IPI is 
unbounded, the longest consistent subsequence problem is a generalisation of the 
longest common subsequence problem, long known to be NP-hard [4]. Similarly, 
when 1 P) is unbounded, the shortest consistent supersequence problem is a generalisa- 
tion of the shortest common supersequence problem known to be NP-hard [4]. 
Similarly, when IPI is unbounded, the shortest consistent supersequence problem is 
a generalisation of the shortest common supersequence problem known to be NP- 
hard, even in many special cases [4, 6, 7, 91. When IN 1 is unbounded, the shortest 
consistent subsequence problem is a generalisation of the shortest common non- 
subsequence problem shown by Rubinov and Timkovsky [S] and independently 
by Middendorf [S] to be NP-hard. Similarly when (NI is unbounded, the 
longest consistent supersequence problem is a generalisation of the longest common 
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nonsupersequence problem shown also by Rubinov and Timkovsky [8] and indepen- 
dently by Zhang [lo] to the NP-hard. A number of consistent sequence problems 
have been studied by Jiang and Li [3]. They proved: (i) finding a consistent supersequ- 
ence is NP-complete when 1 P 1 2 2 is bounded and (N 1 is unbounded, and (ii) finding 
a consistent supersequence is solvable in polynomial time when (P 1 is unbounded and 
INI = 1. 
The known complexities of the existence and optimisation problems are sum- 
marised in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, together with the source for each characterisa- 
tion. The characterisation isdisplayed above the source, where NPC/NPH means the 
problems is NP-complete/NP-hard, P means the problem can be solved in poly- 
nomial time, g means no such sequence xists for any instance of the problem and 
“Open” means the complexity of the problem remains open. A table reference of the 
Table 1 
Consistent sequence xistence problems 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Existence IPL INI IPI > 2 IPI = 1 INI a 2 IN = 1 IPI, INI 
Problem Unbounded Bounded Bounded Bounded 
A Consistent NPC NPC 
Subsequence Th. 2.1 (D;+ Th. 2.2 (D;+ 
B Consistent NPC NPC 
Supersequence c31 Th. 3.1 
Table 2 
Consistent sequence optimisation problems 
Optimisation 
Problem 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
IPI, INI IPI > 2 IPI = 1 INI 2 2 INI = 1 IPI, INI 
Unbounded Bounded Bounded Bounded 
C Shortest Con. 
Subsequence 
D Longest Con. 
Subsequence 
E Shortest Con. 
Supersequence 
F Longest Con. 
Supersequence 
NPH 
M + 
NPH 
M + 
NPH 
[5, Sl- 
NPH 
WV+ 
NPH 
(W-, 
NPH 
Csl- 
P 
$2.3 
($2 
NPH 
(A5)+ 
NPH 
M- 
NPH 
M--t 
NPH 
(B4I-t 
P 
Th. 2.3 
P 
Th. 2.4 
P 
Th. 3.2 
3 Open 
$3.4 
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form (Xi) + means the entry follows immediately from the table entry in row X and 
column i. A table reference of the form [n] means the entry is proved in reference [n]. 
A table reference of the form [n] ---f means the entry follows immediately from a result 
proved in reference [n]. A table reference of the form Th. n means the entry is proved 
in Theorem IZ of the present paper. Finally, a table reference of the form §n means the 
entry is quite straightforward and is explained in Section n of the present paper. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses consistent 
subsequence problems; Section 3 discusses consistent supersequence problems; Sec- 
tion 4 raises open problems. 
2. Consistent subsequence problems 
2.1. Consistent subsequence when 1 PJ is bounded and 1 N 1 is unbounded (( PJ 2 2) 
See table entries Al and A2. 
Theorem 2.1. Determining whether there exists a consistent subsequence is NP-com- 
plete even when IPI = 2. 
Proof. Given an instance of the 3-Satisfiability problem (3-SAT), well-known to be 
NP-complete [l], we construct an instance of the Consistent Subsequence problem, 
over the alphabet C = { #, l,O}, as follows. 
Set P contains the two strings 
Lx1 = (# 10)3C, 
cI2 = (#01)3C, 
where c is the number of clauses in the instance of 3-SAT. 
Set N is the union of four subsets, Ni, Nz, NJ, Nq. Set Ni contains the two strings 
pi = lO( # 1010)3’- l, 
/!& = (# # 10)3’_l#. 
The string b1 prevents any consistent subsequence from having fewer than 3c #‘s. The 
string /?z prevents any consistent subsequence from having fewer than a total of 3c O’s 
and 1’s. 
Every consistent subsequence of the sets P and N1 must have the form (# (1 or 
O})“‘. Such a string represents an assignment of truth values to the literals, in the order 
in which they appear, in the instance of 3-SAT; 1 represents a true assignment and 
0 represents afalse assignment. It remains to ensure the every consistent subsequence 
of P and N will assign matching literals with matching logical values (N2), assign 
opposite literals with opposite logical values (N3) and satisfy every clause, i.e. assign 
true to at least one literal of every clause (N4). 
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Set N2 contains two strings for every pair of matching literals in the instance of 
3-SAT. If clause p, literal c~ matches clause s, literal t (1 < p < s < c, 1 < 4, t d 3), then 
Nz contains the two strings 
ypqsl = (# 10)3@-l)+(q- “# l(# 10)(3-4)+3(S-P-l)+(f-l)#0(#10)(3-t)+3(c-s), 
$Jqst = ( # 10) 
3(P-l)+(q-l)#0(# 10) (3-q)+3(s-P-l)+wl)#~(#1())(3-‘)+3w~ 
The string ypqst p revents the first literal being true while the second is false and 
ykqsf prevents the first literal being false while the second is true. 
Set N3 contains two strings for every pair of opposite literals in the instance of 
3-SAT. If clause p, literal q is the negation of clause s, literal t (1 < p < s < c, 1 d q, 
t < 3), then N3 contains the two strings 
6 pqsf = (# 1())3(P-u+(q-1) #I(# 10)(3-4)+3(S-P-l)+(‘-l)#1(#10)(3-’)+3(C-S), 
%,S‘ = 
(## l())xP-l)+(q-l) 
#O(# 10) 
(3-q)+3(s-p-l)+(t- 1) #()(#1())(3-‘)+3(c-s) 
The string dpqst p revents both literals being true and Sb,,, prevents both literals being 
false. 
Set N4 contains one string for each clause in the instance of 3-SAT, namely, 
corresponding to clause i, the string 
ei = (# 10)3”_ 1) (#0)3( # 10)3’“-” (1 f i < c). 
The string 8i prevents clause i from having to true literals. 
As should now be clear, there exists a satisfying assignment to the variables in the 
instance of 3-SAT if and only if there exists a consistent subsequence of the strings in 
the derived instance of Consistent Subsequence. 0 
The transformation can be modified to work on a binary alphabet by replacing 
every # with 001 in the construction of P and N. 
2.2. Consistent subsequence when 1 PI is unbounded and 1 N 1 is bounded (IN I > 1) 
See table entries A4 and A5 
Theorem 2.2. Determining whether there exists a consistent subsequence is NP-com- 
plete even when IN 1 = 1. 
Proof. Given an instance of the Independent Set problem, well-known to be NP- 
complete [l], on the graph G = (V, E) where T/ = {ul, v2, . . . , up}, E = {el, e2, . . ,cq}, 
and t is the target size for an independent set, we construct an instance C of the 
Consistent Subsequence problem as follows. 
The alphabet C is the set of vertices of G, i.e. {ul, u2, . . . , up>. Set P contains q + 1 
strings. The first string in P is 
CQj = lJlV2 . . . VP. 
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This ensures that every consistent subsequence will be a string of vertices with 
increasing subscript. For each edge si = {uX, u,> (x < y), P contains the string 
clj = UlV2 . . . a,-iv,+1 . . . vpvrvz . . . Vy_lVy+~ . .. VP. 
The string Cli s a supersequence ofevery subsequence ofCI~ that does not contain both 
v, and uY. It is not a supersequence of the string 6 = v,vY or of any supersequence of 6. 
Hence no common subsequence ofa0 and ai and, therefore, no consistent subsequence 
of P and N can contain both v, and vY. 
Set N contains the single string 
p = (vpvp_l . . . vzvl~-l. 
The string fl is a supersequence of every string over C of length less than t and thus 
prevents a consistent subsequence from having length less than t. However p is not 
a supersequence ofany string containing 2 t vertices in order of increasing subscript. 
To prove the theorem, we must proves two claims: (i) if G has an independent set of 
size t then C has a consistent subsequence (of length t), and (ii) if C has a consistent 
subsequence then G has an independent set of size t. 
Proofof( Let U = {Ui,,Vi,, . . . ,vJ with 1 6 il < iz < ... < i, < p be an indepen- 
dent set of G of size t. It is clear that the string y = UC, Ui, . Ui, represents a common 
subsequence, of length t, of P. The string y will not be a subsequence of/? because yhas 
t vertices in order of increasing subscript. Hence y is a consistent subsequence of C. 
Proof of (ii). Let y = Di,Zli, . . vi. be a consistent subsequence of C. It is immediate 
that u > t since y is a nonsubsequence of j. The set U = (Oil, Vi, . Vi.> represents an 
independent set, of size u, of G. Since every consistent subsequence must be a list of 
vertices ordered by increasing subscript, for every pair of vertices, v, and v, (x < y) in 
y there can be no edge ci connecting them in G. For otherwise the string 
cli = VlV2 ... V,_1V,+1 ... VpVlVz ... Vy_1Vy+l ... V,EP 
would prevent v, and u, from being in a common subsequence of P. 0 
2.3. Longest consistent subsequence when JPI = 1 and JNJ is unbounded 
See table entry D3. 
Let a be the single positive string. If there exists a consistent subsequence then 
CI must be a consistent subsequence since, if any subsequence of c( is a common 
nonsubsequence of N, then c( itself must be a common nonsubsequence of N. 
Therefore, if CI is a common nonsubsequence of N, which can be checked in poly- 
nomial time, then M is the longest consistent subsequence of P and N, otherwise there 
is no consistent subsequence. 
2.4. Shortest or longest consistent subsequence when 1 PI and IN( are bounded 
See table entries C6 and D6. 
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In this section, we describe a polynomial-time algorithm to find both the shortest 
and the longest consistent subsequence when both IPI and 1 N 1 are bounded. The 
algorithm is explained in terms of 1 PI = 1 N I = 2 but can be easily extended to work 
for any fixed I PI and IN I. The positive strings are labelled a1 and t12 and the negative 
strings j?1 and pz_ 
The algorithm uses a dynamic programming approach that is a generalisation and 
an extension of that used in [2] to find the Shortest Maximal Common Subsequence of
a fixed number of (positive) strings. It is based on a table that relates the ith prefix 
a; = cYl[l .I. i] of a, and the jth prefix ai = ~[l . . . j] of c(2. 
We first give Some necessary notation. Given two strings a, of length m, and y, we 
define sp(a, y) to be Ihe length of the shortest prefix of CI that is a supersequence of y. rf 
such a prefix ewsts, and otherwise to be m + 1. 
Given the positive sirings P[, aZ and the negative strings pl, b2 of lengths m, n, p, g, 
respecllvely (m Q n), we define lhe set Sii for each i = 0, . . ,m, j = 0, , n by 
S,, = {(r, (w, x, y7 z)): u\ arid u$ have a common subsequence y ol length r, 
ending at y[rl = (r& Cwl = a2Cxl, and sp(B,, Y) = Y, SP@L Y) = 2) 
SiO = {(O,(O,O,O,O))) (0 < i 6 m), 
sOj= {~0~@,0,0,0))} (1 <j 9 n). 
For string o! of length m, position i and symbol a, we define 
next,(i, a) = (‘min{h: a[h] = a, h > i} if such an h exists, 
1 nl+l otherwise. 
For a set S of tuples and symbol a, we define 
extend& 4 = {(r, (nex&(w, a), next,,(x, a), 
m-rp,(yr 4, nexts,(z, a))): (r - 1, (w, x, y, z))ES). 
If M is a strmg and a IS a symbol, we denote by c1 + a the string obtained by 
appending a 10 CI. SjmJarJy, II a the last symbol of M, we denote by c1- o the string 
obtaim? by deleting the final ti from TY. 
The algorithm is based cm a dynamic programming scheme for the sets S,, defined 
above. Evaluation of 3,. reveals the lengths of the shortest, the longest and, indeed, all 
consistem subsequences. A tuple (Y, (w, x, y, z)) E S,, represents a consistent subsequ- 
ence if and only II y = p + 1 and z = q + 1. The lowest (highest) I from such a tuple LS 
the length af the shortest (longest) consistent subsequence. Furthermore, by applying 
suitable tracebacks through the array, a shortest, a longest, and all consistenr ub- 
sequences can be found. 
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The basis of the dynamic programming scheme is contained in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. 
(i) lfal[i] = ~[j] = a then 
Sij=Si-1,jUSi,j-lUeXtend(Si-l,j-1,a). 
(ii) Zf cl1 [i] # az[j] then 
Sij = Si-l,jUSi,j-1 
Proof. (i) It is straightforward that every common subsequence of a\ and clj2-i and 
every common subsequence of x;- ’ and cl$ is a common subsequence of of CC’; and ajz. 
It is also straightforward that every common subsequence of CC- ’ and cri- ‘, with the 
symbol a appended, will be a common subsequence of ~1 and ~4. If a string y is 
a common subsequence of CC; and c~j2 and y ends in the symbol a then y - a must be 
a common subsequence of CX:-’ and clj2-‘. If a string y is a common subsequence of 
CC’; and a$ and y does not end in symbol a then clearly y is a common subsequence of 
cl; and c&l or y is a common subsequence of CL;-’ and ~14. With regard to p1 and 
equivalently fiz, the behaviour of next ensures their conditions are always satisfied. It 
is clear that sp(pl, y) = g if and only if sp(bl, y + a) = nex$,(g, a). (ii) This is simply 
case (i) restricted. 0 
Analysis of the consistent subsequence algorithm 
The number of cells in the dynamic programming array is O(mn) and the number of 
tuples in Sij is bounded by O(ij . pq . min (i,j)). If the tuples (r, (w, x, y, z)) in Sij are 
stored in order of increasing w, then by increasing x and so on, the amount of work 
done is computing the contents of Sij is, in case (i), bounded by a constant times 
ISi-l,jl + ISi-l,j-11 + (Si,j-11, and, in case (ii), bounded by a constant times 
ISi_ l,jJ + JSi,j_ 11. The lengths of both a shortest and a longest consistent subsequ- 
ence can therefore be returned in time bounded by O(m3n2pq). 
This gives us the following two theorems. 
Theorem 2.3. The length of a shortest consistent subsequence, when 
bounded, can be found in polynomial time. 
IPI and INI are 
Theorem 2.4. The length of a longest consistent subsequence, when I PI and ) NI are 
bounded, can be found in polynomial time. 
Recovering a shortest or longest consistent subsequence 
Recovering a shortest (longest) consistent subsequence involves a traceback 
through the dynamic programming table, starting at S,, and ending at So,,, during 
which the sequence is constructed in reverse order. The subsequence S is initially the 
empty string. A tuple, (r, (w, x, p + 1, q + 1)) in S,, giving rise to a shortest (longest) 
consistent subsequence is chosen and czl [w] (= cc2 [xl) is prepended to 6. The second 
step of the traceback occurs at S,, where the tuple (r,(w,x,p + 1, q + 1)) must have 
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been created. Any tuple from the set SW-l,X_l which could have given rise to 
(r,(w,x,p + 1, q + 1)) in S,, is chosen and the process repeated until So0 is reached. 
3. Consistent supersequence problems 
3.1. Consistent super-sequence when 1 P 1 is unbounded and 1 N 1 is bounded (1 N I > 2) 
See table entry B4. 
Theorem 3.1. Determining whether there exists a consistent super-sequence is NP- 
complete ven when ) N) = 2. 
Proof. Given an instance of the Vertex Cover problem, well-known to be NP- 
complete [l], on the graph G with vertex set {vI, u2, . . . , u,} and edge set 
( ebe2,..., e,>, and with t the target size for a vertex cover, we construct an instance 
C of the Consistent Supersequence problem, over the alphabet C = (0, l>, as follows. 
The transformation is a straightforward extension of that used by RCihl and Uk- 
konen [7] to prove the SCS problem NP-complete over a binary alphabet. In our 
notation we make the following substitutions: 8 + I/, E + E, s(sink) + *, t -+ p, r + q, 
and k + t. 
For c = max(p, q), the following strings are useful in the construction. The first 
group relates to the vertices of G: 
I/ = (l'c)P+l, 
Vi =(17c)‘0(17c)p+1-i (1 < i 6 p), 
vi,.il ,..., i. = (17c)i10(17c)i2-i~o~.~(17c)i.-i.~,o(17c)p+l~i, 
(1 d il < . . . < i, G pi, 
v* = (l’CO)P(l“). 
The second group of strings is analogous to the first and relates to the edges of G: 
E = (07”)4+ l, 
Ej = (07’y’l l(07’)q’ ’ -j (1 Q j < q), 
Ej,.j2,...,jL =(07c~11(Oo7c)j-j111 . ..(07c)i..-j.-l11(07c)q+l-j, (1 <j, < . . . <j. < q), 
E, = (07’1 l)q(07c). 
Hence Vi is a subsequence of Vi,, iZ, ,,, i. if and only if i is contained in the list iI, i2, . . . , i,, 
and V and Vi are subsequences of V, for all i. The analogous relationships are true for 
E,Ej>Ej,.j,,. .,j,? and E,. Set P contains q + 1 strings. The first is 
T = EI/,E,L’E,I/,E. 
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For each edge, ej = {uY,uZ}, 1<j < 4, P contains the string 
Set N contains the two strings 
Pl =o 7c(4q+4)+2p+t+l 9 
P2 = 1 7c(3p+3)+6q+l 
The following two claims are proved in [7]. 
Claim 1. If G has a vertex cover of size t then P has a common supersequence with 
7c(4q + 4) + 2p + t O’s and 7c(3p + 3) + 6q 1’s. 
Claim 2. If P has a common super-sequence of length 7c(4q + 3p + 7) + 6q + 2p + t 
then G has a vertex cover of size t. 
The following example will make the transformation clearer. For vertex set 
{~~,vz,Q), edge set {{rl,uZ}, { v2, v3}}, and t = 1 the target size for a vertex cover, 
vertex u2 alone is a suitable vertex cover. The SCS y of the derived set P together with 
strings of P embedded in y are as shown: 
T = E I/,E,V E,T/,E 
a2 = EzI/, v3E2. 
To prove the theorem, we must prove two assertions: (i) if G has a vertex cover of 
size t then C has a consistent supersequence, and (ii) if C has a consistent supersequ- 
ence then G has a vertex cover of size t. 
Proof of (i). If G has a vertex cover of size t then, by Claim 1, P has a common 
supersequence with 7c(4q + 4) + 2p + t O’s and 7c(3p + 3) + 6q 1’s. Such a string has 
too few O’s to be a supersequence of j1 and too few l’s to be a supersequence of fiZ and 
is therefore a consistent supersequence of C. 
Proof of (ii). A consistent supersequence of C must have fewer than 
7c(4q + 4) + 2p + t + 1 O’s (or it would be a supersequence of pl) and fewer than 
7c(3q + 3) + 6q + 1 l’s (or it would be a supersequence of p2). It must therefore have 
7c(4q + 3p + 7) + 6q + 2p + t or fewer characters in total which, by Claim 2, implies 
that G has a vertex cover of size t. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 17 
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3.2. Shortest consistent supersequence when 1 P 1 = 1 and 1 N 1 is unbounded 
See table entry E3. 
Let a be the single positive string. If there exists a consistent supersequence then 
a must be a consistent supersequence since, if any supersequence of CL is a common 
nonsupersequence of N, then a itself must be a common nonsupersequence of N. 
Therefore, if c1 is a common nonsupersequence of N, which can be checked in 
polynomial time, then a is the shortest consistent supersequence of P and N, otherwise 
there is no consistent supersequence. 
3.3. Shortest consistent supersequence when IPI and 1 N ( are bounded 
See table entry E6. 
In this section, we describe a polynomial-time algorithm to find the shortest 
consistent supersequence when both 1 PI and INI are bounded. As in Section 2.4, the 
algorithm is explained in terms of I PI = IN 1 = 2 but can be easily extended to work 
for any fixed IPl and I NI. The algorithm is a straight-forward extension of that used in 
[2] to find the Longest Minimal Common Supersequence of a fixed number of (positive) 
strings. The positive strings are labelled cur and a2 and the negative strings are labelled 
Pi and Pz. 
Some additional notation is needed. Given two strings, a and y, we define Ip(a, y) to 
be the length of the longest prefix of a that is a subsequence of y. 
Given the positive strings al, a2 and the negative strings fir, fi2 of lengths m, n, p, q, 
respectively (m < n), we define the set Tij for each i = 0, . . . ,m, j = 0, . . . ,n by 
Tij = { (r,(w,x, y,z)): there exists a minimal common supersequence y of ai, 
and a<, of length T, such that lp(al, y) = w, Ip(a2,y) = x, lp(fll, y) = y, 
IPUL, Y) = z> 
(1 < i d m)(l <j < n) and 
Too = ((WVW,W), 
Tie = {(i,(i,Ip(a,,a’;),Ip(B1,a’;),lp(P2,CII;)))} (1 < i d ml, 
Toj = {CL (Ma,, a&L W ~,&MB2,a’,)))} (1 <j 6 4 
For string M. of length m, position i and symbol a, we define 
fa(i, a) = j + ’ 
i 
~t~~~w+~l = ” 
For a set, S, of tuples and symbol a, we define 
extend’(X a) = c(y,(f,,(w, a), fa,(x, a), fB,(y, 4, .h@, 4)): (r - 1, (w, x, Y, 4) ES} 
The algorithm is based on a dynamic programming scheme for the sets Tjj defined 
above. So evaluation of T,, reveals the length of a shortest consistent supersequence. 
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A tuple (r, (m, n, y, 2)) E T,, represents a consistent supersequence if and only if y < p 
and z < q. The lowest Y from such a tuple is the length of a shortest consistent 
supersequence. Furthermore, by applying suitable tracebacks in the array, a shortest 
consistent supersequence and indeed all minimal consistent supersequences can be 
found. 
The basis of the dynamic programming scheme is contained in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. 
(i) Zfc~[i] = tY2QJ = a then 
Tij = eXtE?nd’(Ti_,,j_,,U). 
(ii) Z~M, [i] = a f b = az[jJ then 
T,, = { (r,(I,f,l(X,a),fi,(y,a),,fp,(z,a))): (r - LG - Lx,Y,z))ETL- ).,I 
u((~,(Ih,(w,b>,j,.lb,(v,b),.f,Z(z,b>)):(r - l,(w,j - ~,Y,z))E Ti.,- )I- 
Proof, See [Zj. U 
Analysis aj the consistent supersequence algorithm 
The number of cells in the dynamic programming array is (m + l)(n + 1) and the 
number of tuples m each cell is bounded by O(ij.pq.min(i,j)). The term min(i,/) 
comes from the range of possible values for r; max(i,j) < Y < i + j. If the tuples 
(r, (w, x, y, z)) in Tij are stored in order of increasing w, then by increasing x and SO on, 
the amount of work done in computing the contents of Tij is, in case (i), bounded 
by a constant times 1 Ti_l, Jo 1 1, and, in case (ii), bounded by a constant times 
1 Ti- l,jl + 1 Ti,j- 11. The length of a shortest consistent supersequence can therefore be 
returned in time bounded by O(m3n2pq) (m < n). 
This gives us the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. The length of a shortest consistent supersequence, when 1 PI and IN 1 are 
bounded, can be found in polynomial time. 
Recovering a shortesr consistent supersequence 
Recovermg a shortest consistent supersequence involves a traceback through the 
dynamic programming table, starting at T,, and ending at Too, during which the 
sequence 1s constructed in reverse order. To facilitate the traceback, when a tuple E in 
Tij is created, it should have a pointer ut pointers associated with it, indicating which 
tuple(s) in T, - [, j, T+ or T,, ,- L led to the creation oft. The supersequence 6 is initially 
the empty string. A path is then followed from the appropriate tuple in T,, to To,. 
When a pointer from a tuple (r, (w, x, y, z)) is followed to a tuple (r’, (w - 1, x’, y’, 2’)) 
then the symbol a[w] is prepended to 6 and when a pointer from a tuple (r, (w, x, y, z)) 
is followed to a tuple (r’,(w’, x - l,Y’,z’)) then the symbol /?[x] is prepended 
to 6. 
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3.4. Longest consistent super-sequence when 1 PI is unbounded and 1 N 1 = 1 
See table entry F5. 
When 1 N 1 = 1, it is clear that the alphabet size, IC 1, is larger than I N 1. Whenever this 
is the case, there does not exist a longest consistent supersequence. This is because 
there must be at least one symbol a E C that is not the last character of any string in N. 
Therefore, any consistent supersequence could have an arbitrary number of a’s 
appended and remain a common nonsupersequence of the strings in N. 
4. Open problems 
Finding a longest consistent supersequence when both IPI and INI are bounded 
remains open. The algorithm in Section 3.3, to find a shortest consistent supersequ- 
ence when I PI and IN I are bounded, can find the longest minimal consistent supersequ- 
ence in polynomial time. Timkovsky showed, in a private communication, how to 
find, in polynomial time, a longest consistent supersequence when I PI and (NI are 
bounded and there exists a longest nonsupersequence of N, which can be tested in 
polynomial time [S]. However there are instances where no longest nonsupersequence 
exists for N but a longest consistent supersequence exists for P and N as the following 
example shows: 
P = {aba}, 
N = (bb, aab, baa). 
Assuming the alphabet C = {a, b}, the longest consistent supersequence for P and N is 
aba but the string ax is a nonsupersequence of N for all integers x. 
The complexity of determining whether there exists a consistent subsequence, and 
finding the length of a shorest consistent subsequence, when IPI is unbounded and 
IN I = 1 over an alphabet of fixed size, remain open. All the other NP-complete 
consistent sequence problems remain NP-complete when the alaphabet size is fixed at 
2 as shown by the following NP-completeness results which apply to a binary 
alphabet. The entries in Tables 1 and 2 to which they apply, directly or by implication, 
are given in parenthesis: Maier [4] - finding the length of the longest common 
subsequence (Dl, D4-D5): Rliha and Ukkonen [7] - finding the length of the 
shortest common supersequence (El, E4-E5); Middendorf [S] - finding the length of 
the shortest common nonsubsequence (Cl-C3); Zhang [lo] -finding the length of the 
longest common non supersequence (Fl-F3); Jiang and Li [3] - finding a consistent 
supersequence when I PI > 2 is bounded and I NI is unbounded (Bl-B2, E2); The- 
orem 2.1 ~ finding a consistent subsequence when I PI > 2 is bounded and I N I is 
unbounded (Al-A2, D2); Theorem 3.1 - finding a consistent supersequence when 
IN I > 2 is bounded (B4, F4). 
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